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SYNOPSIS. Interspecific comparisons have played a prominent role in evolutionary
biology at least since the time of Charles Darwin. Since 1985, the "comparative
method" has been revitalized by new analytical techniques that use phylogenetic
information and by increased availability of phytogenies (often from molecular
data sets). Because species descend from common ancestors in a hierarchical fash-
ion, related species tend to resemble each other (elephants look like elephants);
therefore, cross-species data sets generally do not comprise independent and iden-
tically distributed data points. Phylogenetically based statistical methods attempt
to account for this fact. Phylogenetic methods allow traditional topics in compar-
ative and ecological physiology to be addressed with greater rigor, including the
form of allometric relationships and whether physiological phenotypes vary pre-
dictably in relation to behavior, ecology or environmental characteristics, which
provides evidence about adaptation. They can also address new topics, such as
whether rates of physiological evolution have differed among lineages (clades), and
where and when a phenotype first evolved. We present brief overviews of three
phylogenetically based statistical methods: phylogenetically independent contrasts,
Monte Carlo computer simulations to obtain null distributions of test statistics,
and phylogenetic autocorrelation. In a new result, we show analytically how to use
independent contrasts to estimate ancestral values and confidence intervals about
them. These confidence intervals often exceed the range of variation observed
among extant species, which points out the relatively great uncertainty inherent in
such inferences. The use of phytogenies should become as common as the use of
body size and scaling relationships in the analysis of physiological diversity.
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dependent contrasts (Felsenstein, 1985;
Garland et al, 1992; Purvis and Garland,
1993), computer simulation to obtain phy-
logenetically correct null distributions of
test statistics (Martins and Garland, 1991;
Garland et al, 1993), and phylogenetic au-
tocorrelation (Cheverud et al, 1985; Gittle-
man and Kot, 1990). We also show how
independent contrasts can be used to esti-
mate phenotypes of hypothetical ancestors
(and confidence intervals about those esti-
mates). Elsewhere, we will show how to
place a confidence or prediction interval (in
the original data space) on regression equa-
tions derived from independent contrasts
(Garland and Ives, in preparation). All of
these computations are performed by the
Phenotypic Diversity Analysis Program
(PDAP), which is available on request from
T.G.

PHYLOGENETICALLY INDEPENDENT
CONTRASTS

Felsenstein (1985) proposed the first ful-
ly phylogenetic statistical method for anal-
ysis of comparative data. By fully phylo-
genetic, we mean that it can be applied to
any topology and set of branch lengths. Al-
though the original presentation of indepen-
dent contrasts was couched in terms of a
Brownian motion model of character evo-
lution (Felsenstein, 1985), it can also be
justified on first-principles statistical
grounds (Grafen, 1989; Pagel, 1993). Fel-
senstein (1985) emphasized applications of
independent contrasts to simple correlation
and linear regression, but they can also be
applied to almost any problem that requires
such related statistical techniques as prin-
cipal components analysis, multiple regres-
sion, path analysis, analysis of variance,
and analysis of covariance {e.g., Garland,
1992, 1994; Garland et al, 1993; Martins,
1993; Diaz et al, 1996; Martin and Clobert,
1996; Bauwens and Diaz-Uriarte, 1997;
Clobert et al, 1998; Wolf et al, 1998). As
well, they can be used to compare single
species with a set of others (Garland and
Adolph, 1994, pp. 809-812; Martinez et
al, 1995; McPeek, 1995; Eppley, 1996).
Moreover, as with many other phylogenetic
methods (Brooks and McLennan, 1991;
Harvey and Pagel, 1991; Block et al, 1993;

Eggleton and Vane-Wright, 1994; Ryan and
Rand, 1995; Gittleman et al, 1996; Mar-
tins, 1996a; Butler and Losos, 1997; Gar-
land et al, 1997; Martins and Lamont,
1998; Pagel, 1998), independent contrasts
can be used to address questions that are
not accessible without phylogenetic infor-
mation. For example, they can be used to
compare rates of evolution across clades
(Garland, 1992; Barbosa, 1993; Clobert et
al, 1998).

When given accurate information on
phylogenetic topology and branch lengths,
the statistical power of independent con-
trasts for detecting a correlation between
two traits is identical to that of a conven-
tional correlation applied to nonphyloge-
netic data (Garland and Adolph, 1994).
Computer simulations show that indepen-
dent contrasts are reasonably robust with
respect to violation of assumptions {e.g.,
deviations from Brownian motion character
evolution, errors in branch lengths: Martins
and Garland, 1991; Purvis et al, 1994;
Diaz-Uriarte and Garland, 1996, 1998;
Martins, 1996&). In some cases, and with
caution, independent contrasts can also be
applied to the analysis of discretely valued
characters (see Garland et al, 1993; Mar-
tins, 1993; Grafen and Ridley, 1996; Ridley
and Grafen, 1996). They can be applied
with partial phylogenetic information (po-
lytomies: Purvis and Garland, 1993; Losos,
1994; Stamps et al, 1997; Abouheif, 1998;
Garland and Diaz-Uriarte, 1999) and with
arbitrary branch lengths, appropriately
checked for statistical adequacy (Grafen,
1989; Garland et al, 1992; Pagel, 1992;
Clobert et al, 1998). Independent contrasts
analyses can use covariates that are not
phylogenetically inherited (see Wolf et al,
1998) and regressions weighted by within-
species sample size (Bonine and Garland,
1999). Finally, information on variation
among individuals within species can also
be incorporated (Garland and Ives, in prep-
aration; see also Martins and Lamont,
1998).

Computation of independent contrasts in-
volves several steps (see Felsenstein, 1985;
also Garland et al, 1992; Purvis and Gar-
land, 1993). The goal is to produce, from
the original N tip species, a set of N-l stan-
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dardized independent contrasts that are, in
principle, independent and identically dis-
tributed. Thus, the procedure attempts to
transform nonindependent data points into
values that are suitable for use with con-
ventional statistical procedures. A brief de-
scription of the actual computations fol-
lows, and a worked example can be found
in Garland and Adolph (1994).

First, pairs of species at the tips of a phy-
logeny are contrasted: the phenotype of one
species is subtracted from the other, with
the direction of subtraction arbitrary. Sec-
ond, each such pair of tip species is pruned
from the tree, and the phenotype of their
ancestral node is estimated as the weighted
mean of the descendants' phenotypes
(weighting involves the inverse of branch
lengths). Third, moving down the tree, fur-
ther contrasts are computed, involving the
values estimated for internal nodes. Fourth,
each contrast is divided by its "standard de-
viation," which is the square root of the
sum of its branch lengths, where branch
lengths must be in units proportional to ex-
pected variance of evolution for the char-
acter being analyzed. (For all internal
branches, a lengthening occurs to account
for the fact that phenotypes of internal
nodes are not data but estimates from the
observed data. Thus, contrasts involving in-
ternal nodes need to be given less weight,
and this devaluation is easily accomplished
by increasing their standard deviations.)
Fifth, sets of independent contrasts for dif-
ferent characters can be used in conven-
tional statistical procedures, such as corre-
lation and regression, with the constraint
that all such relationships are computed
through the origin (Garland et al., 1992).

Many empirical studies that use indepen-
dent contrasts have now been published.
Typically, significance levels are reduced (P
values are higher) when analyzed by inde-
pendent contrasts as compared with con-
ventional analyses. In one such example,
three of six correlations were significant at
P < 0.05 by conventional methods but only
one of six was significant by independent
contrasts (Garland et al., 1991). This dem-
onstrates the overly liberal nature of con-
ventional statistical methods applied to
comparative data. Nonetheless, convention-
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Ftc 1. Top shows hypothesized phylogenetic rela-
tionships for 12 species of Australian skinks (from Fig.
1 of Garland et al., 1991). Note how preferred body
temperature appears to "follow phylogeny," as also
indicated by a statistically significant phylogenetic au-
tocorrelation coefficient of 0.64 (see Discussion: com-
puted by the MRHO3 program of Cheverud and Dow
[1985], modified by Miles and Dunham [1992]). Bot-
tom shows relationship between pairwise Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficients for four ther-
mal traits (see Huey and Bennett, 1987). as estimated
in the conventional manner and by phylogenetically
independent contrasts (TIPS and FL1G, respectively,
in Table 2 of Garland et al, 1991). Note how the con-
ventional analyses tended to overestimate the strengths
of relationships.

al and independent contrasts analyses are
essentially trying to estimate the same thing
(Martins and Garland, 1991; Pagel, 1993,
1998), and the correlation between the es-
timates is high (bottom of Figure 1: for oth-
er examples, see Martins, 1993; Westneat,
1995; Carrascal et al., 1999). Surveys of a
broad range of studies show a similar pat-
tern (Ricklefs and Starck, 1996; Price,
1997): conventional and independent con-
trasts correlations are correlated as about r
= 0.85.
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A related point is that independent con-
trasts can be applied to a star phylogeny (a
giant polytomy with equal-length branch-
es). When this is done, the resulting corre-
lations, regressions, ANOVAs, root node
estimates and confidence intervals (next
section), etc., will be exactly the same as
produced by a conventional statistical anal-
ysis (Purvis and Garland, 1993; see also
Abouheif, 1998). This point also applies to
computer-simulation approaches when sim-
ple Brownian motion evolution and a star
phylogeny are used (see Garland et al,
1993; Discussion). We are led to the some-
what perverse view that there is no such
thing as a "nonphylogenetic" analysis.
Rather, all analyses are phylogenetic, some
just assume the special case of a star phy-
logeny !

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON THE MEAN
VALUE OR ROOT NODE FOR A SET OF

SPECIES

The most basic use of independent con-
trasts is to compute a phylogenetically
weighted estimate of the mean value for a
set of species. This is simply the estimated
value at the root (basal) node of the phy-
logeny (Garland et al., 1993; Schluter et al,
1997). For most purposes, it is an extra
piece of information; hence, it was not
mentioned by Felsenstein (1985; for ex-
ample, his Fig. 9 and Table 1 do not con-
sider its computation).

The value at the root node can also be
interpreted as an estimate of the phenotype
of the hypothetical ancestor of all species
in the data set. And, this value turns out to
be exactly the same as the value recon-
structed by squared-change parsimony
(Maddison, 1991). For either interpretation
of the root node, the confidence interval of
its estimator may be desirable. For example,
placing a confidence interval about the phy-
logenetically correct mean would allow
tests of a priori hypotheses concerning the
phenotype of the hypothetical ancestor (see
also Garland et al, 1997; Schluter et al,
1997).

To compute a standard error and 95%
confidence interval for the root node of a
phylogeny, via the formalism of indepen-
dent contrasts, perform the following steps

(see Appendix for the proof and the PDAP
documentation for a worked example):

1. compute the N-l standardized indepen-
dent contrasts, where N = the number
of tips in the phylogeny (terminal taxa,
which can be populations, species or
higher taxa: see Discussion).

2. square the standardized independent
contrasts.

3. sum the squared standardized indepen-
dent contrasts.

4. divide quantity (3) by N-l. This is an
estimate of r, the rate of character evo-
lution.

5. multiply quantity (4) by (v/ v/)/(v/ +
v2') where v/ and v2' are the corrected
lengths of the two branches that descend
from the root (basal) node.

6. take the square root of quantity (5). This
is a phylogenetically weighted estimate
of the standard error of the root node or,
equivalently, of the phylogenetically
weighted mean of the tip data.

7. multiply quantity (6) by the critical val-
ue from the t distribution for a = 0.025
and N-1 degrees of freedom, where N =
the number of tip species. This yields the
± 95% confidence interval.

The foregoing procedure yields exactly
the same estimates for the root node as de-
scribed in Schluter et al. (1997), but with-
out the use of maximum likelihood. But un-
like the maximum likelihood approach, it
does not apply to other internal nodes. The
values computed by independent contrasts
for other internal nodes are not optimal by
any criterion: they are a type of "local par-
simony" reconstruction, whereas the root
node is a "global parsimony" reconstruc-
tion, which is the same as computed by
squared-change parsimony (Maddison,
1991; Garland et al, 1997). However, by
rerooting a phylogenetic tree at a given in-
ternal node (which produces a trichotomy),
the procedure described above can be used
to obtain the appropriate estimates for any
node. Our PDTREE program can be used
for this and the values obtained will be
identical to those produced by the ANCML
program of Schluter et al. (1997) and to
generalized least-squares estimators (Gar-
land and Ives, in preparation).
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The procedure of rerooting a phyloge-
netic tree also allows estimation of ancestral
values anywhere along a branch, i.e., not
just at nodes. In other words, if we redraw
a phylogenetic tree so that the root node is
at an arbitrary point along any branch seg-
ment, then the mean and confidence inter-
vals produced {e.g., by PDTREE) estimate
the value for the ancestor at that point in
past evolutionary history (see PDAP doc-
umentation for worked examples).

A related problem is predicting the value
of a hypothetical new species (extant or ex-
tinct). Again, rerooting can be used, but the
confidence interval is replaced by a predic-
tion interval, which includes a term (Vh) for
the length of the unique branch leading to
the new species (see end of Appendix).

Empirical example: estimating ancestral
preferred body temperature of Australian
scincid lizards

Huey and Bennett (1987) studied the
thermal biology of 12 species of Australian
scincid lizards. Here, we consider their data
for preferred body temperatures (Fig. 1,
top: see Garland et al. [1991] for a listing
of the complete tip data set, topology, and
branch lengths used here).

In their original analysis, Huey and Ben-
nett (1987) arbitrarily set all branch lengths
equal to one for squared-change parsimony
computations. In a reanalysis, Garland et al.
(1991) employed those branch lengths as
well as estimates of divergence times (Fig.
1, top). Here, we also employ other sets of
branch lengths. We used the arbitrary
branch lengths suggested by Grafen (1989)
and by Pagel (1992). The diagnostic test
proposed by Garland et al., 1992 (see also
Diaz-Uriarte and Garland, 1996, 1998) sug-
gested transformation of those branch
lengths, and so we also employed them
transformed by raising each branch segment
length to an exponent. We also used the
original time branch lengths raised to an ex-
ponent. Finally, as suggested by Garland et
al., 1992, p. 22), we constructed a pairwise
distance matrix (with the new PDDIST pro-
gram) from the preferred body temperature
data and used the KITSCH87 program in J.
Felsenstein's PHYLIP package (version
3.3) to fit branch lengths to our user-defined

tree (with negative branch lengths disal-
lowed). Five of the estimated branch seg-
ment lengths were zero; two of these were
for the branches leading to adjacent tip spe-
cies (Ctenotus taeniolatus and C. uber), and
hence could not be used for independent
contrast calculations. Therefore, to each
branch segment on the entire phylogenetic
tree, we added the length of the shortest
(non-zero) estimated branch segment,
which was 0.12215. We used these branch
lengths both directly and transformed by
raising them to an exponent.

Figure 2 shows a conventional 95% con-
fidence interval and several confidence in-
tervals derived via independent contrasts
computations, with the use of different
branch lengths. As expected, the conven-
tional confidence interval is generally nar-
rower than those derived from phylogenet-
ically independent contrasts, but exceptions
occur. Also, some of the independent con-
trasts confidence intervals actually exceed
the range of observed tip data (see Schluter
et al. [1997] for other such examples). Note
that the heuristic "sensitivity analysis" ap-
proach used by Huey and Bennett (1987)
with the squared-change parsimony algo-
rithm (see their Fig. 4) bears no correspon-
dence to the formal confidence interval de-
scribed above (see also Garland et al.,
1997). Point estimates of the root node val-
ue also differ, with the conventional mean
falling within the range of estimates from
independent contrasts (Fig. 2).

Empirical example: estimating ancestral
body mass of Carnivora and ungulates

Garland et al. (1993) presented an ex-
ample data set with body mass (and home
range area) for 49 species of Carnivora and
ungulates; phylogenetic branch lengths
were estimated as divergence times (their
Fig. 1). Figure 3 shows the body mass data
on a logarithmic scale, along with conven-
tional and independent contrasts means and
95% confidence intervals. Also shown is a
probable approximate body mass for the
last common ancestor of Carnivora and un-
gulates, as indicated by the fossil record
(about 0.5 kg: see p. 271 and Appendix of
Garland et al., 1993). A directional evolu-
tionary trend for increasing body size has
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FIG. 2. Estimates of mean preferred body temperatures (tip data) for 12 species of Australian scincid lizards,
as in Figure 1 (data from Huey and Bennett, 1987; Garland et al., 1991). A conventional mean and 95%
confidence interval is indicated (these values are identical to an independent contrasts analysis performed on a
star phylogeny). Below this are corresponding values computed by phylogenetically independent contrasts, using
several different sets of branch lengths. The values in parentheses indicate the correlation between the absolute
values of the standardized contrasts and their standard deviations, a branch-length diagnostic proposed by Gar-
land et al. (1992; see also Diaz-Uriarte and Garland, 1996, 1998): the closer this number is to zero, the better.

occurred, which violates the assumption of
simple Brownian motion character evolu-
tion and hence invalidates computations for
making inferences about ancestral values.

The 49 species included in the example
of Figure 3 are but a small sample of extant
Carnivora and ungulates, and it would be
of interest to redo such an analysis with all
available data for extant species. Even more
reliable results could be gained by adding
information on body sizes of extinct species
(cf. Hansen, 1997). They could be added
directly to the phylogeny, with branches
whose lengths terminate before the present,
and independent contrasts computations
done as usual. The effect of adding fossil
species of small body size would be to
"pull" the root-node estimate and confi-
dence intervals towards smaller values,
which could well include 0.5 kg. Of course,
the option of adding fossil species to an
analysis will rarely be available for physi-
ological traits.

DISCUSSION

Interspecific comparisons always have
been, and will always remain, an essential
tool in comparative and ecological physi-
ology. Phylogenetically based statistical
methods are necessary for the analysis of
comparative data and have helped to bring
rigor to evolutionary physiology (Garland
and Carter, 1994; Bennett, 1997). Existing
methods can address a range of questions,
including traditional ones about correlated
character evolution (e.g., allometry) and
about both proximate (mechanistic) and ul-
timate (e.g., adaptation) causes of physio-
logical diversity. They can also address new
questions that are inaccessible without phy-
logenetic information, such as character or-
igins and rates of evolution. As compared
with conventional analyses, phylogenetic
analyses bring to bear a much greater
amount of information, and so it makes
sense that they should allow stronger and/
or additional inferences.
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Root Node Estimate and 95% Confidence Interval

49 Species of Carnivora and ungulates
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FIG. 3. Illustration of adverse effect of a directional
evolutionary trend on realism of an ancestral recon-
struction. Data on body mass for 49 species of mam-
mals and phylogenetic information (branch lengths in
estimated divergence times) are from Garland et al.
(1993). As discussed therein, fossil information sug-
gests that the last common ancestor of the Carnivora
and ungulates may have been about 0.5 kg. This value
is below the range of the extant taxa in this data set
(although well within the range of extant Carnivora).
Thus, the independent contrasts root node estimate and
95% confidence interval is unrealistic. Nevertheless,
these values do provide valid estimates with respect to
the mean body mass of species included in the data set
(see text).

Many examples now exist in which con-
clusions change when phylogenetic meth-
ods are applied. One surprising result has
been the extent to which conventional and
independent contrasts allometric equations,
computed for avian species spanning a very
wide body mass range (hummingbirds to
ostriches), can differ significantly and
hence lead to quite different predictive val-
ues (Reynolds and Lee, 1996; Williams,
1996).

Felsenstein's (1985) method of indepen-
dent contrasts is the best justified, best un-
derstood, and most versatile of existing
phylogenetically based statistical methods.
Given what we know so far, it must be
viewed as the method of choice for com-
parative analyses of continuous-valued
characters. Appropriately, it is being widely
applied in ecological and evolutionary mor-
phology and physiology {e.g., Sessions and
Larson, 1987; Losos, 1990; Garland et al,
1991; Promislow, 1991; Moreno and Car-
rascal, 1993; Walton, 1993; Garland, 1994;
Bauwens et al, 1995; Westneat, 1995; Diaz
et al, 1996; Dutenhoffer and Swanson,
1996; Eppley, 1996; Irschick et al, 1996;

Reynolds and Lee, 1996; Ricklefs et al,
1996; Williams, 1996; Zani, 1996; Autumn
et al, 1997; Harris and Steudel, 1997; Car-
rascal et al, 1999). Other methods exist
(Martins and Hansen, 1996) and will con-
tinue to be developed {e.g., Hansen, 1997;
Martins and Hansen, 1997; Pagel, 1998),
but we predict that independent contrasts
will persist as a routine, and often suffi-
cient, analytical tool.

Estimation of means versus ancestral
values

We have shown how independent con-
trasts can be used to estimate phylogeneti-
cally correct means, standard errors, and
confidence intervals for a given character-
istic of a set of species. Such inferences de-
pend on the quality of the phenotypic (tip)
data, on the accuracy of the topology and
branch lengths used in analyses, and on the
assumption that evolutionary change has
been akin to Brownian motion (see also
Martins and Hansen, 1996). Past directional
trends (at least simple ones) do not neces-
sarily harm estimates of phylogenetically
correct means and standard errors because,
as noted by Grafen (1989, p. 148), "The
logic of [independent contrasts] has no
truck with history." Rather, independent
contrasts can be viewed simply as a way to
transform comparative data into values that
are, in principle, independent and identical-
ly distributed.

The same estimates (means, standard er-
rors, confidence intervals) can also be in-
terpreted as characteristics of the hypothet-
ical last common ancestor of all species in
the data set. For this interpretation, how-
ever, past directional trends can be fatal. For
example, if a phenotypic trait had under-
gone an evolutionary trend towards either
increasing or decreasing values, but all oth-
er assumptions were valid, then the point
estimate as an estimate of the ancestral val-
ue could be very far off {e.g., Fig. 3).

Because the point estimate for the root
node is based on global parsimony (see also
Garland et al, 1997; Schluter et al, 1997),
it will always falls within the range of val-
ues for species included in the analysis
{e.g., Fig. 3). As shown in Figure 2, how-
ever, when phylogenetic information is in-
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corporated, confidence intervals about the
root-node estimate can exceed the range of
variation observed among extant species
(Schluter et al., [1997] provide another ex-
ample).

Although past directional trends harm in-
ferences about ancestral states, they do not
necessarily compromise estimation of rela-
tionships between characters, such as allo-
metric slopes (see also Felsenstein, 1985;
Grafen, 1989; Dfaz-Uriarte and Garland,
1996, p. 30). And, the independent con-
trasts mean value can also be used to po-
sition regression equations computed by in-
dependent contrasts, and hence lacking a Y-
intercept, back onto the original data space
(Garland et al., 1993; example in Williams,
1996). Use of such equations for descrip-
tion and prediction also is not compromised
by past directional trends (Garland and
Ives, in preparation).

Standard errors (and hence confidence in-
tervals) generally will be wider when phy-
logenetic relationships are incorporated in
statistical computations. Contrary to com-
mon intuition, however, this difference is
not because the phylogenetic computations
use fewer degrees of freedom. This may at
first seem puzzling, because the complica-
tion that hierarchical {i.e., non-star) phylo-
genetic relationships introduce to compar-
ative data is often referred to as a "degrees
of freedom problem," which follows from
the idea that a set of species' mean values
does not constitute values that are indepen-
dent in the statistical sense. As Pagel (1993,
see also 1998) demonstrates, however, the
real problem is that nonphylogenetic meth-
ods do not properly partition variance
among the species.

As is apparent from Figure 2, confidence
intervals on the root node can be quite sen-
sitive to the branch lengths used for com-
putations. Although no one has yet studied
this sensitivity formally, it seems to be
greater than for the estimation of correlated
character evolution (e.g., see Grafen, 1989;
Garland et al., 1992; for empirical exam-
ples, see Garland et al., 1991; Martins,
1993; Westneat, 1995). Irrespective, the
correctness of the branch lengths used for
computations is clearly an important com-
ponent of the overall data set. Various di-

agnostics for branch-length adequacy have
been suggested, but only the one proposed
by Garland et al. (1992) has been formally
studied (see Dfaz-Uriarte and Garland,
1996, 1998), and then only from the per-
spective of Type I error rates for estimating
bivariate character correlations. Figure 2 in-
dicates four different sets of branch lengths
that would be judged adequate by the di-
agnostic of Garland et al. (1992), yet they
vary widely in the 95% confidence interval
(Pagel4, Time075, Grafen25, Kitsch26). This
variation points to the need for further stud-
ies of estimation and testing of branch
lengths for phylogenetically based statisti-
cal methods (see also Martins and Hansen,
1997).

Schluter et al. (1997) recently developed
a method for deriving estimates and confi-
dence intervals for the values of a trait at
all internal nodes of a phylogenetic tree.
This method uses maximum likelihood
techniques to develop implicit formulae
from which estimates and confidence inter-
vals can be obtained numerically (their
ANCML program). Although we have dis-
cussed our independent contrasts method
primarily in terms of estimating the value
of a trait at the base of a phylogenetic tree,
the method can also be used to obtain es-
timates and confidence intervals for any in-
ternal node. This is done by reconfiguring
the tree so that the node in question is at
the root (see PDAP documentation). The re-
sulting estimates and confidence intervals
are identical to those obtained by the meth-
od of Schluter et al. (1997). Therefore, al-
though couched in the terminology of in-
dependent contrasts and derived by use of
a simpler methodology, our results are
functionally equivalent to theirs. Note that
the confidence intervals shown in Figure 8
of Schluter et al. (1997) are not joint con-
fidence intervals. That is, they are not the
appropriate confidence intervals for making
simultaneous inferences about the entire set
of internal nodes.

As developed by Martins and Hansen
(1997), estimates of trait values at the basal
node can also be obtained using generalized
least-squares models (Judge et al., 1985).
As will be shown in detail elsewhere (Gar-
land and Ives, in preparation), generalized
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least-squares estimators produce identical
results to the explicit equations derived by
use of the independent contrasts formalism.
Although the generalized least-squares ap-
proach gives estimates only for the basal
node, estimates of trait values at other in-
ternal nodes can be obtained by reconfig-
uring the phylogenetic tree to place the
node in question at the base, as with the
independent contrasts approach presented
here.

Populations, species, and higher taxa as
data points

A typical comparative data set consists of
estimates of the average values for one or
more phenotypic traits for each of several
species. Sometimes data are available for
multiple subspecies or populations within a
species. If the phylogenetic relationships of
these are known (or assumed) and gene
flow is low, then the populations can add to
the overall sample size just as if they were
separate "species" (Garland et ah, 1992;
Garland and Adolph, 1994; Foster and
Cameron, 1996; Bauwens and Diaz-Uriarte,
1997; Pierce and Crawford, 1997). If gene
flow occurs in a complicated fashion across
the multiple populations, then difficulties
arise because most analytical methods pre-
sume that phylogenetic relationships are di-
vergent rather than reticulate (but see below
on the phylogenetic autocorrelation ap-
proach). In the simplest case of two popu-
lations from a given species, gene flow be-
tween them only (potentially) shortens the
branch lengths that should be used for anal-
yses. Thus, we have suggested that a good
design for a comparative study might be to
include pairs of populations from each of a
series of species (Garland et al, 1992). The
population differences would then provide
information on microevolutionary (within-
species) phenomena, whereas differences
among species and higher nodes would in-
form about macroevolutionary phenomena.

When data sets are derived from the lit-
erature, it may only be possible to obtain a
composite estimate of the average value for
a species. That is, information from several
different references, often involving differ-
ent populations, may be averaged or oth-
erwise combined to yield a single value that

is then used to represent the species {e.g.,
Clobert et al, 1998). Obviously, this sort of
procedure must be undertaken cautiously,
because population differences are common
both at the level of genotype and phenotype
(Garland and Adolph, 1991). At higher tax-
onomic levels, and under the assumption
that the taxa are monophyletic, data for dif-
ferent species are sometimes combined to
yield an estimate of the average value for,
say, a genus (e.g., Moreno and Carrascal,
1993). In any case, a typical comparative
data set consists of "average" values for a
set of populations, subspecies, species or
even higher taxa. For simplicity, we have
referred to all such data points as "spe-
cies."

Other methods: Monte Carlo computer
simulations

All analytical procedures have limita-
tions. One limitation that independent con-
trasts, as typically applied, shares with con-
ventional statistical procedures is a reliance
on conventional null distributions of test
statistics (see Crowley, 1992). One way
around such limitations is to use Monte
Carlo computer simulations to create em-
pirically scaled null distributions of what-
ever test statistic is of interest. If these sim-
ulations are done along a specified phylog-
eny, then the resulting null distributions
will incorporate phylogenetic effects (Mar-
tins and Garland, 1991; Garland et al.,
1993; Reynolds and Lee, 1996). A com-
puter program (e.g., our PDSIMUL) starts
at the root of a user-specified phylogenetic
tree and simulates character evolution up
the tree to create a set of tip data. These
simulated data are then analyzed in the
same way as the real data. The test statistic
can be almost anything of interest, such as
an estimate of a correlation between two
traits. Many simulated data sets can be an-
alyzed, typically 1,000, thus allowing cre-
ation of a phylogenetically correct null dis-
tribution of the test statistic. Because every
detail of the evolutionary model must be
specified, including the starting values at
the root of the phylogenetic tree and, if de-
sired, limits to how far the characters can
evolve, the simulation approach makes as-
sumptions completely explicit.
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Computer simulation is a very general
method for hypothesis testing, and can be
combined with other phylogenetic methods,
such as independent contrasts or squared-
change parsimony (Garland et al, 1991;
Martins and Garland, 1991; Moreno and
Carrascal, 1993; Westneat, 1995; Butler and
Losos, 1997). It can also incorporate un-
certainties in phylogenetic topology (Losos,
1994; Stamps etal, 1997; Abouheif, 1998).
Its main limitation is that it can be unwieldy
for complicated analytical designs. Never-
theless, the method has been applied many
times and seems especially useful for phy-
logenetic analysis of variance and covari-
ance {e.g., Garland et al, 1993; Ferguson
et al, 1996; Martin and Clobert, 1996;
Reynolds and Lee, 1996; Harris and Steu-
del, 1997; Perez-Barberia and Gordon,
1999).

Other methods: phylogenetic
autocorrelation

Cheverud and colleagues (Cheverud and
Dow, 1985; Cheverud et al., 1985) devel-
oped a method, based on general network
autocorrelation procedures, that uses phy-
logenetic information to partition the ob-
served phenotypic mean value for each spe-
cies into two parts, a phylogenetic compo-
nent (the part that has been inherited from
ancestors) and a specific component (rep-
resenting independent evolution). The re-
gression model is:

y = pWy + e

where y is the vector of observed pheno-
typic species' mean values (standardized),
p is the autocorrelation coefficient to be es-
timated, which ranges from —1 to +1 and
measures the correlation between the phe-
notypic trait vector y and the purely phy-
logenetic value Wy, W is the N X N con-
nectivity matrix, indicating hypothesized or
expected "phylogenetic similarity" (row
normalized), and e is the residual vector in-
dicating the specific component of y (in-
dependent evolution). Thus, the value for
each species is predicted by a linear com-
bination of the scores of all related species,
which means either all species or a subset,
depending on the elements of W. The ele-
ments of W are roughly comparable to the

branch lengths required by independent
contrasts (which must be in units of ex-
pected variance of character evolution). Di-
agonal elements of W are set to zero (contra
the example in Harvey and Pagel, 1991, p.
135). However, different workers have de-
rived the off-diagonal elements in various
ways, so care must be taken when compar-
ing results across both empirical (cf. Chev-
erud et al, 1985; Gittleman and Kot, 1990;
Miles and Dunham, 1992; Martins, 1993;
Westneat, 1995) and simulation studies
(Purvis et al, 1994; Martins, \996b). Most
simply, the elements of W can be taken as
the inverses of the pairwise phylogenetic
(pathlength or "patristic") distances from
each species to each other {e.g., Westneat,
1995; Pierce and Crawford, 1997); alter-
natively, the inverses of the number of
nodes separating each pair of species can
be used (Miles and Dunham, 1992; West-
neat, 1995). Or, the amount of phylogenetic
branch length (evolutionary history) shared
by two species can be divided by the av-
erage total height of the branches from root
to each of the two tips (Martins, 1993).
Maximum likelihood is used to estimate the
regression model because the dependent
variable, y, appears on both sides of the
equation. Gittleman and Kot (1990) extend-
ed the method to allow estimation of a pa-
rameter to transform the pairwise distances
in W (their a parameter), which is similar
to transformation of branch lengths that can
be used with independent contrasts (Grafen,
1989; Garland et al, 1992; Reynolds and
Lee, 1996).

The purpose of the phylogenetic auto-
correlation method is two-fold. First, in
principle, the estimated residual values, e,
should be free of phylogenetic resemblance
and, hence, independent (and identically
distributed) in the statistical sense. If so,
then they can be used in ordinary statistical
procedures. In this sense, the putatively
phylogeny-free residuals are very much
analogous to Felsenstein's (1985) standard-
ized independent contrasts. The crucial dif-
ference is that, whereas contrasts retain
100% of the variance in the original spe-
cies' data, the autocorrelation residuals ac-
count for only a fraction of the total vari-
ance. Other than statistical convenience, no-
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body has ever given a good reason why
some of the among-species variance should
be ignored for testing hypotheses about
function or adaptation (Harvey and Pagel,
1.991, pp. 137, 170: see also Martins,
1996Z?; Martins and Hansen, 1996). A fur-
ther complication is that effects of phylo-
genetic inheritance and adaptation may not
be fully separable (Hansen, 1997). Simula-
tion studies indicate that autocorrelation re-
siduals often perform less well than inde-
pendent contrasts for estimating and testing
correlations between characters (Purvis et
al., 1994), and that the former can be es-
pecially unreliable with sample sizes fewer
than about 40 (Martins, 19966). Still, re-
sults from the two methods often are re-
markably similar (Garland et al., 1993;
Martins, 1993; Westneat, 1995; Pierce and
Crawford, 1997; Carrascal et al., 1999).

Second, the autocorrelation coefficient
reflects the extent to which related species
tend to resemble each other, and this statis-
tic can be tested for statistical significance.
No comparable statistic is simply available
from independent contrasts (but see Price et
al., 1997). Positive values of p indicate that
relatives are similar {e.g., Fig. 1, top), and
this is what is usually found in empirical
studies {e.g., Westneat, 1995; Pierce and
Crawford, 1997). Negative values occur if
relatives tend to be dissimilar (Cheverud
and Dow, 1985), e.g., because of character
displacement, and are rarely found (but see
Miles and Dunham, 1992). Another statistic
from the autocorrelation method is (Chev-
erud et al., 1985, p. 1343):

R2 = 1 — (variance of e/variance of y)

which is the proportion of variance ac-
counted for by phylogeny. Either p or R2

can be useful for comparing the "phylo-
genetic lability" of different characters
{e.g., Miles and Dunham, 1992; Gittleman
et al, 1996). If Gittleman and Kot's (1990)
transformation parameter a is implemented,
then the comparison of traits would need to
consider both it and p or R2. Another pos-
itive feature of the autocorrelation approach
is that it can be applied with phylogenies
that include hybridization events {e.g., Cul-
lum 1997).

Advice for comparative studies

We close with several pieces of advice
for planning and conducting comparative
studies. First, study more than two species
(Garland and Adolph, 1994). When choos-
ing species for study, begin with close rel-
atives (perhaps two populations of the same
species) and move out phylogenetically as
far as necessary to encompass the appro-
priate range of phenotypic and ecological
diversity. (The risk here is expanding the
study so far, in terms of phylogenetic dis-
tance, that chalk and cheese starts being
compared.) If resources allow, include
enough outgroups to explore the phyloge-
netic generality of results and to aid in re-
construction of ancestral states.

In publications, present the raw tip data
and adequate methods describing how the
tip data were obtained {e.g., where organ-
isms were collected, detailed measurement
conditions). Nothing is more frustrating
than searching the literature, finding a data
point for some difficult-to-study, rare or
even recently extinct species, and not being
able to include it in a review because the
physiological methods are inadequately de-
scribed! We need to ensure that compara-
tive studies can be a cumulative enterprise,
as are studies of phylogeny reconstruction
by DNA sequencing. When gathering phy-
logenetic information, collaborate with sys-
tematists as necessary. Always present the
phylogeny used (topology and branch
lengths) so that others can reanalyze the
data if and when improved phylogenetic in-
formation becomes available.

Finally, analyze data with conventional
statistics and with phylogenetically inde-
pendent contrasts and other appropriate
methods. Differences among the methods
may prove to be informative, and this is an
area that requires more study (Martins and
Garland, 1991; Martins and Hansen, 1996;
Ricklefs and Starck, 1996; Butler and Lo-
sos, 1997; Price, 1997; Abouheif, 1998).
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Appendix

The presentation is made in two parts. First, we an-
alyze the simplest possible phylogenetic tree with only
two tips. Second, we develop the case of an arbitrarily
complex tree with multiple tips.

Consider a phylogenetic tree with two tips having
characters described by the random variables X, and
X2, and let the value at the basal node be given by the
random variable Xz. Under the assumption that evo-
lution proceeds in a process like Brownian motion, X,
and X2 are normally distributed with variances v, r and
v2 r, respectively, where v, and v2 are branch lengths
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on the phylogenetic tree and r is the rate of character
evolution. The estimator of the expectation of Xz, de-
noted X2, is (Felsenstein, 1985)

X, = v, + v,
-X, +

+ v,
(Al)

This expression is the average of X, and X2 weighted
by a factor that is proportional to the inverse of their
variances.

Define the estimator of r as the squared difference
between the two tip values weighted by the inverse of
the sum of the branch lengths (Felsenstein, 1985):

1

v, + v
(X, - X2y = r x, - x,

V(v v2)r
(A2)

Because X, and X2 are independent, the contrast (X,-
X2) is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance
(V)+ v2)r. Therefore, by definition (X, — X2)/V(v, +
v2)r) is a x2 distribution with one degree of freedom.
This gives the 2a confidence intervals for r as

(A3)

The distribution of X. is calculated by noting that

X, - xz

X, - x, _ Vviv.r/Cv, + v2)

The second is v/vt7(v/ + vt'), where j and k are the
nodes above node i. This accounts for the variance in
the estimator of X, as derived in Eq. A5.

The estimator of r for a phylogenetic tree with N
tips is defined as (Felsenstein, 1985)

1 1

N - 1 LJZL, V/ + vt'

N -
X, -

\V(v/ + vt')r
(A7)

where the summation is taken over the N - 1 contrasts
between adjacent nodes. This estimator of r is the sum
of squared differences between adjacent nodes weight-
ed by the corrected branch lengths separating them.
y.c<mlm!U (X, — Xt)/V(vJ' + vk')r is the sum of squares
of N — 1 independent normal distributions with mean
0 and variance 1, so by definition it is a x2 distribution
with N — 1 degrees of freedom. Independence of the
normal distributions in Eq. A7 follows from the as-
sumption that rates of evolution down sister branches
of the phylogenetic tree are identical and independent.

As in the case of the two-tipped tree, the distribution
of X. - xz is normal with mean 0 and variance v,' v2'
r/(v,; + v2'). Therefore,

X. - x.
X. - x. Vv1'v2'r/(Vi' + v2) (A8)

is a / distribution with one degree of freedom. Here,
x2 denotes the true value of the character at the basal
node. Eq. A4 follows from the fact that

X. - x. =
V, + V-

X, +
V, + V.

X2 - (A5)

is a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance
(v,v2r/(v, + v2), and by definition a Student t distri-
bution with one degree of freedom is a normal distri-
bution (with mean 0 and variance 1) divided by the
square root of a x2 distribution with one degree of free-
dom.

The case of an arbitrarily complex phylogenetic tree
is similar. Let Xz be the value of the character at the
basal node, and let X, and X2 be the values at the
nodes immediately above. The estimator of the expec-
tation of Xz is now (Felsenstein, 1985)

X. =
v,' + v,'

(A6)

where X, is the normally distributed estimator of X at
node i. Normality of X, follows from the normality of
successive estimators working down from the tips of
the phylogenetic tree. As before, the values of X, are
weighted by the inverse of their variances v,'r, where
v,' is the corrected branch length below node i. v,' has
two components (Felsenstein, 1985). The first, v,, is
the length of the branch between the basal node and
node i which accounts for Brownian motion evolution.

is by definition a Student / distribution with N-l de-
grees of freedom, and the 2a confidence interval for
the estimate of x, is

X, ± t_.N_
v,' + v,'

(A9)

To obtain a formula for the prediction interval for
the value of x for a new species h, xh, first consider
the case in which the branch leading to species h is
rooted at the base of the phylogenetic tree and has
length vh. The mean of the estimate of xh Xft, equals
the mean of X., the estimate of x at the base of the
tree. The variance of Xh equals the variance of X. plus
the variance due to evolution along the branch leading
to species h: v,' v2' r/(v,' + v2') + rvh. Therefore, the
2a prediction interval for Xh is

X; ± (A10)

This can be generalized for a species located anywhere
on the phylogenetic tree by re-rooting the tree so that
the hypothetical branch leading to the new species h
stems directly from the base (root). Note that this re-
rooting can even be in the middle of a branch (also
see text).

PDTRHE calculates the estimated basal node value
(Eq. A6) and its confidence interval (Eq. A9).
PDINSTR.DOC provides a worked example.


